Becoming An Assertive Communicator
By Caroline Dawson
INTRODUCTION

Assertiveness is an essential skill in adult communication. The ability to choose and make appropriately
direct and tactful statements or requests vs. less desirable forms of communication (aggressive, passive, and
passive-aggressive) can be learned and developed with awareness and practice. When we practice handling
interactions assertively, we can make our lives more manageable and rewarding.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
By the end of this workshop, participants will be able to:










Understand the importance of assertive communication
Learn the difference between assertive and aggressive behaviour
Understand their right to be assertive
Overcome personal roadblocks to assertiveness
Learn the strategies and techniques that will transform them into assertive communicators
Understand the role of body language in assertive behaviour
Learn how to employ assertive skills when dealing with difficult people
Learn to speak with confidence, poise and assertiveness
COURSE OUTLINE

Introduction
 The fundamentals of assertive behaviour
 What is assertiveness?
 A Self-Test: How Assertive Are You Now?
 Effective Assertive Behavior - What does it really mean?
 Assertive vs. Aggressive communication
 Your Basic Right to be Assertive
 Roadblocks to assertiveness
 Dealing with issues versus emotions
 Personal assertiveness competencies
Becoming an Assertive Communicator










The Four Communication Styles
Passive and aggressive behaviour
Finding the balance in assertiveness
Five "must ask" questions to defuse tensions in a conflict
The "ACID" process to assertiveness
Understanding body language and assertiveness
Making Assertiveness Work for You
Five Key Assertiveness Skills
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Putting Assertiveness to Work










Getting passive people to come out of their shells
Drawing the Line with aggressive people
Strategies for assertive communication with customers
Becoming assertive with your subordinates and colleagues
Handling complaints with assertiveness
Giving positive and negative feedback with assertiveness
How to use what you have learnt
Personal action plan for greater assertiveness
METHOLOGY

Highly participative and interactive consisting of discussions, action learning games, assertive skills role
plays, case studies, practical work, critique sessions as well as small group work.
For Whom: Middle managers, executives, support staff, sales representatives, customer service and
administrative staff, business professionals and anyone who seeks to become a more assertive
communicator
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ABOUT THE TRAINER – Miss Caroline Josephine Dawson
Caroline Josephine Dawson holds a Master of Arts degree in Mass Communications from Nanyang
Technological University (NTU), Singapore. She has more than 12 years of invaluable experience as an
Editor of lifestyle and technical publications and 10 years teaching business management, environmental
and soft-skills communication.

During her numerous corporate exposure with local and foreign participants, Caroline has provided
counselling and coaching services to many multicultural individuals and teams while also mentoring fellow
educators in developing their professional skills.
Caroline’s wide ranging expertise in the field of communication and management is just one half of the equation
as her focus lies in the other where corporate education must always serve the business need and that any
development intervention is an investment that must deliver a return. In this respect, Caroline uses a
combination of tailored activities and has mastered the art of utilising pedagogical methods with minds! Her
pragmatic real world approach ensures that she understands and responds to the real pressures and issues faced
by adult learners especially. By closely observing and identifying individuals with special learning needs, she has
maintained that experiential, innovative teaching methods and highly interactive curriculum are key motivational
factors that enhance one’s communication and personal development skills.

Caroline is the Second Deputy to the International Women’s Federation of Commerce and Industry
(Singapore), Advisor to the SMGM Foundation, India and Member of the Business and Professional
Women’s Association (S) 3rd Chapter and Society of Singapore Writers where she lectures on effective
business writing, management and communication skills. She has attained the Diploma in Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) certification through the London Teacher Training College and also
teaches English as a foreign language. Caroline is also an MBTI® ,DISC and Enneagram Accredited
Administrator and she has administered the tools to top level managers and supervisors on managing their
leadership styles and team members affectively. Her academic qualifications and wide ranging expertise in
the field of communication will certainly enrich the training and coaching programs she conducts.
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